The major concern in the study of categories of logics is to describe condition for preservation, under the a method of combination of logics, of meta-logical properties. Our complementary approach to this field is study the "global" aspects of categories of logics in the vein of the categories Ss, Ls, As studied in [AFLM3]. All these categories have good properties however the category of logics L does not allow a good treatment of the "identity problem" for logics ([Bez]): for instance, the presentations of "classical logics" (e.g., in the signature {¬, ∨} and {¬ ′ , → ′ }) are not Ls-isomorphic. In this work, we sketch a possible way to overcome this "defect" (and anothers) by a mathematical device: a representation theory of logics obtained from category theoretic aspects on (Blok-Pigozzi) algebraizable logics. In this setting we propose the study of (left and right) "Morita equivalence" of logics and variants. We introduce the concepts of logics (left/right)-(stably) -Morita-equivalent and show that the presentations of classical logics are stably Morita equivalent but classical logics and intuitionist logics are not stably-Morita-equivalent: they are only stably-Morita-adjointly related.
Introduction
In the 1990's rise many methods of combinations of logics ([CC3] ). They appear in dual aspects: as processes of decomposition or analysis of logics (e.g., the "Possible Translation Semantics" of W. Carnielli, , [Car] ) or as a processes of composition or synthesis of logics (e.g., the "Fibrings" of D. Gabbay, [Ga] ). This was the main motivation of categories of logics. The major concern in the study of categories of logics (CLE-UNICAMP, IST-Lisboa) is to describe condition for preservation, under the combination method, of meta-logical properties ( [CCCSS] , [ZSS] ). Our complementary approach to this field is study the "global" aspects of categories of logics ([AFLM1] , [AFLM2] , [AFLM3] , [MaMe] ).
The initial steps on "global" approach to categories of logics are given in the sequence of papers [AFLM1] , [AFLM2] and [AFLM3] : they present very simple but too strict notions of logics and morphisms, with "good" categorial properties ( [AR] ) but unsatisfactory treatment of the "identity problem" of logics ( [Bez] ). More flexible notions of morphisms between logics are considered in [FC] , [BCC1] , [BCC2] , [CG] : this alternative notion allows better approach to the identity problem however has many categorial "defects". A "refinement" of those ideas is provided in [MaMe] : are considered categories of logics satisfying simultaneously certain natural conditions: (i) represent the major part of logical systems; (ii) have good categorial properties; (iii) allow a natural notion of algebraizable logical system ( [BP] , [Cze] ); (iv) allow satisfactory treatment of the "identity problem" of logics.
In the present work we present and alternative approach to overcome the problems above through a mathematical device: a representation theory of logics obtained from category theoretic aspects on (Blok-Pigozzi) algebraizable logics:
Motivation 1: analogy: logics rings • "Representation theory of rings": -R ∈ obj(Ring) R − M od (respec., M od − R) ∈ CAT ; -(left/right) Morita equivalence of rings:
• "Representation theory of propositional logics": -l ∈ obj(Log) l − M od (respec., M od − l): diagrams of categories and functors (respec.: diagrams of categories, functors and natural transformations);
-(left/right) Morita equivalence of logics and variants; -left and right are conceptually and technically distincts.
Motivation 2: analogy: logics topology • "Algebraic Topology": (objects: topological spaces or logics) -define a general theory of "mathematical invariants" to mesure the degree of distinctions of arbitrary logics; -develope general methods of calculation of "invariants" (in some sense); -introduce new forms of comparation of objects.
Preliminaries

Categories of Signatures and Categories of Logics
If we want define and study categories of logics, we must provide answers to the two natural questions: (i) how to represent a logical system? (ii) what are the relevant notions de morphisms? ([CC1] , [CC2] , [CCRS] , [SSC] ). In the following we adopt a simple -and sintatical-approach to this theme.
2.1. S s , the category of signature and (strict or simple) signature morphisms: A (propositional, finitary) signature is a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets Σ = (Σ n ) n∈N . In what follows, X = {x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n , . . .} will denote a fixed enumerable set (written in a fixed order). Denote F (Σ) (repectively F (Σ)[n]), the set of Σ-formulas over build from X (respec. {x 0 , . . . ,
2.2. S s ≃ Set N , is a finitely locally presentable category and the fp signatures are the "finite support" signatures.
Recall:
(i) locally presentable (= accessible + complete/cocomplete) ( [AR] , [MP] ); (ii) a category is κ-accessible if it has κ-filtered colimits and a set of κ-presentable objects such that every object is a κ-filtered colimit of these objects 2.3. L s , the category of (strict) logics over S s : A logic is a pair l = (Σ, ⊢), where Σ is a signature and ⊢ is a tarskian consequence operator. A L s -morphism,
2.4. L s is a ω-locally presentable category and the fp logics are given by a finite set of "axioms" and "inference rules" over a fp signature.
2.5. A s , the category (strict) of BP-algebraizable logics (see [BP] ):
• objects: logic l = (Σ, ⊢), that has some algebraizing pair ((δ ≡ ǫ), ∆);
and "preserves algebraizing pair" (well defined).
Recall that:
((δ ≡ ǫ), ∆) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) (and/or conditions (i)' and (ii)') below, with Γ ∪ Θ ∪ {ψ, ϕ, ζ, η, ϑ}⊆F (Σ):
2.6. Functors:
2.7. Limits and colimits in A s : U creates products over "bounded" diagrams. U ′ creates colimits over non empty diagrams. U creates filtered colimits,
2.8. A s is a finitely accessible category (but not complete/cocomplete). Moreover U : A → L s is a ω-accessible functor.
2.9. Remote algebrization revisited (LFIs):
is an accessible category;
• accessible categories have a small weakly initial family; Proposition:
Questions: Describe conditions on l such that:
and allows us to define "the algebraizable spectrum of the logic l"
(analagogy with rings:
2.10. But they does not allow a good treatment of the "identity problem" for logics: for instance, the presentations of "classical logics" (e.g., in the signature {¬, ∨} and
In this work, we sketch a possible way to overcome this "defect", by a mathematical device.
Other categories of logics
• L f : logical translations with "flexible" signature morphisms c n ∈ Σ n → ϕ
f and the inclusion functor Lind(A f ) ֒→ A f has a left adjoint.
• QL c f (or simply Q c f ): "good" category of logics: represents the major part of logics; has good categorial properties (is an accessible category complete/cocopmplete); solves the identity problem for the presentations of classical logic interms of isomorphism; allows a good notion of algebraizable logic ( [MaMe] ).
Dense morphism
•
, are equivalent:
2.14. Quotient categories of (Lindenbaum) algebraizable logics
• closed under directed colimits • reflective subcategory • both have non-empty colimits
Algebraizable Logics and Categories
2.15. Recall that in the theory of Blok-Pigozzi, to each algebraizable logic a = (Σ, ⊢) is canonically associated a unique quasivariety QV (a) in the same signature Θ (its "algebraic codification").
Lemma 2.16. The inclusion functor has a left adjoint (L, I) :
Moreover, the unity of the adjunction (L, I) has components
Remark 2.17. The (forgetful) functor (QV
and has the following additional properties:
QV (a) → Σ − str is full, faitful and injective on objects.
Proposition 2.20. Let a = (Σ, ⊢) be a Lindenbaum algebraizable then:
(c) F (Σ)/∆ is the free QV (a)-object over the set X = {x 0 , . . . , x n , . . .}. 
is an isomorphism of categories.
Lemma 2.22.Let Σ, Σ ′ ∈ Obj(S f ). Consider H : Σ ′ − Str → Σ − Str a functor that "commutes over Set" (i.e.
H is an isomorphism of categories, then η H (Y ) "preserves variables" (i.e., ∀ψ ∈ F (Y ), V ar(η H (Y )(ψ)) = V ar(ψ)) and H preserves (strictly) products and substructures. (d) For each n ∈ N, let X n := {x 0 , · · · , x n−1 }⊆X, if η H (X n ) "preserves variables", then the mapping
2.23.
(a) Let Σ, Σ ′ ∈ Obj(S f ). Let H : Σ ′ − Str → Σ − Str be a "signature" functor, i.e. a functor satisfying (s1), (s2), (s3): (s1) H "commutes over Set" (s2) η H "preserves variables" (s3) H preserves (strictly) products and substructures. (b) Denote S † f the subcategory of the category of diagrams (i.e., the category whose objects are categories and the arrows are change of base morphisms (i.e., some pairs (functors, natural transformations)), given by all the categories Σ − str and morphisms (H, η H ) where H is a signature functor. (c) Let a, a ′ ∈ Obj(Lind(A f )). Let H : Σ ′ − Str → Σ − Str be a "Lindenbaum" functor, i.e. a signature functor also satisfying (l1), (l2), (l3): (l1) H has a (unique) restriction to the quasivarieties H ↾:
† the subcategory of the category of diagrams, given by all the subcategories QV (a) ֒→ Σ − str and morphisms (H ↾,η H ) where H is a Lindenbaum functor.
Theorem 2.24.
(a) The categories S f and S † f are anti-isomorphic. More precisely, given Σ, Σ ′ ∈ S f , the mappings
(b) The pair of inverse anti-isomorphisms above restricts to a pair of inverse anti-isomorphisms between the categories Lind(A f ) and Lind(A f ) † .
Moreover, the inverse isomorphisms establish a correspondence:
, h is an equipolence of logics) ⇔ (H↾,η H ) is an isomorphism of change of bases.
Representation Theory of Logics
General Logics and Categories
Let U : L s → Lind(A s ) denote the forgetful functor.
• Objects: To each logic l = (Σ, ⊢), are associated two pairs (left and right) of data:
(I) two comma categories (over Lind(A s )):
• ( l → U ), the "left algebrizable spectrum of l" (analysis process); • (U → l), the "right algebrizable spectrum of l" (synthesis process).
• Arrows: Morphisms between logics t : l → l ′ induce two pairs (left and right) of data:
The category of all left modules: LM objects: a left module for a logic l, i.e. the functor lef t(l) : (l → U )
is a "change of bases" functor, and τ : lef t(l ′ )⇒lef t(l) • B is a natural transformation with the additional compatibility condition: for each (a
Morita equivalence of logics and variants
• (left/right) Morita equivalence of rings: an equivalence relation coarser than isomorphism (Ex.: For rings, R ≡ M atn×n(R)) Definition 3.3.The logics l and l ′ are left Morita equivalent when:
(a) Let S be a full subcategory of
is "relatively cofinal" (in the image...) (b) The logics l and l ′ are left Morita equivalent when there are: Lemma 3.6.Let l
• a is a Lindenbaum algebraizable logic;
f -morphism preserves algebraizable pair and is an weak equivalence i.e. it induces a Q c f -isomorphism;
• there is a unique S s -morphism g : α 0 → α 1 such that gf 0 = f 1 ; Moreover:
Definition 3.7.The logics l and l ′ are left-stably Morita equivalent when:
• there are functors: Σ ′ − str 
